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Web Design Agency UK




 Wanna get in touch? Let's talk











We are Bird. A multi award winning Web Design Company. We are based in the UK with offices worldwide.






 




















 






































































































































































 
 













































professional Web Design services .



Web Design Company UK.





In the highly competitive digital landscape, a captivating and effective web presence is paramount for success. At Bird, a leading Web Design Agency UK, we excel in crafting bespoke, award-winning online experiences tailored to meet the specific needs of business owners, SMBs, website owners, startups, and enterprises alike. Our innovative and cutting-edge website designs, combined with our robust systems and processes, ensure a seamless and efficient project lifecycle that drives tangible results.





 
 




Startup Packages
















 






















































































































































































































































 
 













Ecommerce Web Design






	Streamlined shopping experience: User-friendly purchase process with intuitive navigation.
	Secure transactions: Trustworthy payment processing and data protection for customer confidence.
	Efficient inventory management: Seamless product tracking and order fulfilment integration.






















Brochure Web Design






	Clear information presentation: Concisely showcase company offerings and value propositions.
	Easy navigation: Straightforward browsing experience to facilitate user interaction.
	Cost-effective solution: An affordable option for an impactful online presence.






















Mobile Web Design






	Device compatibility: Optimised for smartphones and tablets to ensure seamless functionality.
	Improved UX: Seamless navigation and responsiveness tailored for mobile devices.
	Increased reach: Capture the growing mobile audience and enhance user engagement.












 
 













One Page Web Design






	Simplified layout: Consolidate all essential content on a single, user-friendly page.
	Fast loading times: Minimal elements streamline access and improve site performance.
	User engagement: Encourage scroll-based exploration and interactivity.






















Website Redesign






	Refreshed look: Modernise site appearance to align with current design trends.
	Updated functionality: Integrate new features and enhancements to improve user experience.
	Enhanced performance: Boost loading speed, mobile responsiveness, and overall UX.






















Custom Bespoke Web Design






	Unique branding: Tailor-made visuals and style to reflect your company’s identity.
	Personalised features: Custom functionality designed to meet specific business needs.
	Competitive edge: Stand out from rivals with a distinct and memorable online presence.












 
 













Enterprise Web Design






	Scalable solutions: Adapt to growing businesses with flexible design and functionality.
	Advanced functionality: Robust features, integrations, and custom applications.
	Security focus: Prioritise the protection of sensitive information and user data.






















Company Website Design






	Professional image: Strengthen brand identity with a polished online presence.
	Customer engagement: Showcase products and services to captivate and inform visitors.
	Lead generation: Optimise conversion opportunities to turn visitors into clients.






















Creative Web Design






	Eye-catching visuals: Bold, innovative designs that captivate and retain user attention.
	Innovative layouts: Non-traditional navigation options and unique user interactions.
	Distinctive identity: Differentiate from competitors with a memorable online experience.
































 
 





Web Design Mastery: Visuals, UX & Conversions











 
 






Utilising state-of-the-art tools and technologies, our expert team of UK-based web design professionals deliver visually stunning, highly functional and responsive websites. By striking the perfect balance between aesthetics, user experience, and conversion optimisation, we help businesses like yours achieve their online objectives.
































UK Web Design Locations

Our comprehensive UK web design service covers the entire nation, from the vibrant streets of London to the rugged coastlines of Scotland, ensuring exceptional digital solutions wherever you are.





 
 






Web Design London

13 Austin Friars,

London, EC2N 2HE

0208 338 1206

[email protected]
















Web Design Essex

128a High Street,

Billericay, Essex, CM12 9XE

01277 286565

[email protected]
















Web Design Glasgow

30 Stanley Street,

Glasgow, G41 1JB

0141 471 9099

[email protected]
















Other: Edinburgh, Liverpool, Manchester, Norfolk, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Blackpool, Southampton, Cornwall, Leeds, Hampshire, Belfast, Sheffield






















Web Design platforms .



Platforms We Work With





We specialise in crafting bespoke web designs for leading CMS platforms such as Magento, Shopify, WordPress, Wix, and Squarespace, ensuring a seamless user experience and enhanced online presence.





 
 






















Shopify Web Design






	User-Centric E-commerce: Shopify’s intuitive design tools prioritise user experience, ensuring smooth navigation and efficient purchase processes for online shoppers.
	Customisable Themes: With a vast library of themes, Shopify allows businesses to tailor their online storefronts to match their brand identity.
	Integrated Functionality: Shopify’s design integrates seamlessly with its e-commerce tools, facilitating features like product showcasing, cart management, and payment gateways.































WordPress Web Design






	Versatile Customisation: WordPress offers an extensive range of themes and plugins, enabling designs from simple blogs to complex e-commerce sites.
	User-Friendly Interface: Its dashboard and editor make content management and site design accessible even for those without technical expertise.
	Open-Source Flexibility: Being open-source, WordPress allows for deep customisation, letting designers modify site code directly for unique design implementations.































Magento Web Design






	E-commerce Expertise: Magento’s design capabilities are tailored for large-scale e-commerce operations, supporting intricate product catalogues and multiple storefronts.
	Highly Scalable: Magento’s robust platform can handle extensive product listings and high traffic volumes, ensuring consistent performance.
	Extensive Customisation: With a wide array of extensions and themes, Magento provides businesses the tools to create a bespoke online shopping experience.





























 
 































Our team’s relentless pursuit of excellence resulted in us winning the prestigious Clutch Top Digital Agency Award.













 
 































By consistently delivering innovative solutions and driving client success, we were thrilled to earn the Good Firms Top Digital Agencies Award.













 
 































Our commitment to exceptional service and customer satisfaction led to our company being recognised with the Manifest Top Digital Agencies Award.













 
 































Our expertise in crafting effective B2B marketing strategies earned us the coveted Design Rush Best B2B Digital Marketing Agency Award.













 
 































Our team’s creativity and outstanding interactive solutions were recognised with a prestigious award from the Top Interactive Agencies, solidifying our position as industry leaders.























The Innovative UK-Based Web Design Company

 Bird sets itself apart from other Web Design Agencies UK by offering a truly customer-centric experience.
	Award-winning web design services: Our accolades are a testament to our commitment to excellence and innovation.
	UK-based team: Our experienced and dedicated team is entirely UK-based, ensuring seamless communication and a strong understanding of the local market.
	Efficiency-driven processes: We utilise robust systems and processes that streamline project management and maximise productivity.
	Partnership-Driven Process: Fostering strong client relationships, we involve you in every stage of the project, ensuring alignment with your vision and seamless communication for outstanding results.
	All-Encompassing Solutions: Our extensive service offering covers web design, development, SEO, content creation, and maintenance, streamlining the process and addressing all your digital needs in one place.


If you’re looking for the best web design agency, you can feel confident choosing Bird that you are partnering with a web design company that delivers exceptional results, time and time again.



















 
 





CURATED SELECTION .


 Featured case studies.
 
 




We always put our clients first to deliver our best time after time. Below is some of our proudest work.














 View all case studies
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  ”So far Bird Marketing have been great, they have gone above and beyond with my website. They kept me up to date regularly throughout the process and I am over the moon with how it has turned out. I am looking forward to starting our SEO campaign. 
George S.




 ”Excellent team - we've been really impressed with the build quality of our website and the flexibility provided within WordPress. The support team are also incredibly reactive (and helpful when we break things!) 
Rebecca S.




 ”Bird Marketing created a stunning new website that fully embraces our company's personality and ethos. We came to them with little in the way of brand guidelines, and Phil interpreted that to make a thing of beauty. They're fast and efficient, and a pleasure to work with. 
KF

























 




























































































 
 





. RANK . CONVERSIONS . DESIGN 
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Expert Web Design Consultancy: Guiding Your Digital Transformation











In today’s fast-paced digital world you may be looking for the best web design agency, the guidance of an expert web design consultant can be invaluable in navigating the complexities of creating a compelling online presence. At Bird, our web design consultants offer strategic insights, best practices, and tailored recommendations to help you make informed decisions and optimise your website for maximum impact.

Drawing on their extensive industry knowledge and experience, our consultants collaborate with you to identify opportunities for improvement, streamline processes, and develop a cohesive strategy that ensures your digital presence aligns with your overall business objectives. With Bird’s web design consultancy services, you can confidently navigate your digital transformation and unlock your website’s full potential.


 
 




 Learn more





















What We Can Cover



	Responsive Web Design
	E-commerce Solutions
	User Experience (UX) Design
	User Interface (UI) Design
	Custom Web Development
	Content Management System (CMS) Integration
	PWA Design
	Conversion Rate Optimisation
	Web Accessibility
	WordPress Web Design
	Much more…























 
 











































 
 




 Custom CMS VS WordPress
 
 










When considering the choice between custom CMS solutions and popular platforms like WordPress for UK clients, it’s essential to examine the benefits each option brings to the table.

Custom CMS solutions offer a tailored approach, allowing for greater flexibility and control over the website’s features and functionality. This customisation ensures a highly personalised experience that caters to the specific requirements of each business. By opting for a custom CMS, clients can achieve a more streamlined and efficient website, with the potential to integrate unique features or custom applications that may not be readily available on popular platforms.

In contrast, popular platforms such as WordPress come with a wealth of benefits that cater to a broad range of businesses. The extensive library of plugins and themes available for WordPress enables businesses to quickly and cost-effectively implement desired features, often without the need for extensive custom development. Additionally, the platform’s ease of use makes it accessible to users with varying levels of technical expertise, while the supportive community ensures that businesses can find answers to common questions or seek help when required.

Ultimately, the decision between custom CMS solutions and popular platforms like WordPress depends on the specific needs, resources, and objectives of each UK-based client. A custom CMS might be the right choice for businesses seeking a high degree of control and customisation, while WordPress could be a better fit for those seeking a more cost-effective, user-friendly option with a wide range of available features.


 
 




 Wanna get in touch? Let's talk



























 
 





Web Design tools & software





At Bird Marketing, we have the necessary software tools and industry know-how to help your firm enjoy a much better web design. Why not ask us about how we can improve your online presence with a website design that really packs a punch?





 Start a project










 
 











































































































































































 
 





meet the team .


 The team behind your Web Design Service.
 
 




We take pride in employing the industry’s best web design experts to ensure the success of your campaign.













 
 






Jason
General Manager















Callum
Senior Support Technician















Jaden
Lead Developer















Jessica-Jade
Senior Designer















Kabir
Support Technician















Richard
Web Designer































Frequently Asked Web Design Questions





Explore common queries with our frequently asked web design questions, designed to address your concerns and guide you in making an informed decision.














How long does it take to complete a web design project?



The timeline for a web design project varies depending on its complexity and scope. We work closely with our clients to establish a realistic timeline, ensuring all milestones are met and the project is delivered on schedule.








Will my website be responsive and mobile-friendly?



Absolutely. At Bird, we understand the importance of having a responsive and mobile-friendly website. Our web design approach ensures your website looks great and functions seamlessly on all devices, including desktops, tablets, and smartphones.








How do you ensure my website is optimised for search engines (SEO)?



Our web design process incorporates SEO best practices, ensuring your website is structured and optimised for search engines. We work with you to create relevant, engaging content that incorporates target keywords, as well as implementing technical SEO strategies to enhance your website’s visibility.








Can you help with content creation and copywriting?



Yes, our team of experienced copywriters and content creators can help you develop compelling, search engine optimised content tailored to your brand’s voice and target audience. By crafting high-quality content, we aim to engage your users and drive conversions.








Do you offer ongoing support and maintenance?



We understand that a website requires ongoing maintenance to ensure it continues to perform optimally. At Bird, we offer various support and maintenance packages designed to cater to your specific needs, from content updates to troubleshooting and technical support.



















What is the cost of a web design project?



The cost of a web design project depends on the complexity and scope of the project. We provide a detailed proposal outlining the project’s requirements, timeline, and associated costs, ensuring transparency and a clear understanding of the investment.








How do you approach user experience (UX) and user interface (UI) design?



At Bird, we place a strong emphasis on UX and UI design to ensure a seamless and enjoyable user experience. Our design process incorporates in-depth research, testing, and ongoing refinements to create intuitive, visually appealing, and functional interfaces that drive user engagement and conversions.








How do you measure the success of a web design project?



We utilise various metrics to evaluate the success of a web design project, including user engagement, conversion rates, and overall website performance. By analysing these data points, we can identify areas for improvement and optimisation, ensuring your website continues to deliver outstanding results.








What are the key components of a successful website?



A successful website combines several key components, including visually appealing design, intuitive navigation, engaging content, fast load times, and seamless functionality across devices. Additionally, a well-optimised website should be search engine friendly and incorporate UX/UI best practices to provide a positive user experience that drives conversions and supports your business objectives.








Can Bird help me redesign or update my existing website?



Yes, Bird’s team of skilled web design professionals can help you redesign or update your existing website. We’ll assess your current site, identify areas for improvement, and work with you to create a fresh, modern, and high-performing website that reflects your brand and delivers an outstanding user experience. From design updates to content and SEO optimisation, Bird can provide the services needed to revitalise your online presence.

































 
 





Let’s work together .



  
 
 Wanna get in touch? Let’s talk
 
 
  

 










 
 






We offer exceptional services tailored to a wide range of businesses that want to improve the effectiveness of their digital marketing activities with discernible returns on investment. We aim to get back to all enquiries rapidly.





 Interested in working with us? Contact us













Fill in our simple quotation request form for an indication of just how cost-effective we can be. We aim to have pricing available to review within 24 hours.





Start a project










 
 





START A PROJECT 




START A PROJECT 




START A PROJECT 















































 
 





















A multi award winning digital agency based in the United Kingdom. With a distinct offering in Technical Web, Digital Marketing and Creative.



 Interested in working with us? Start a Project










 
 



















 
 





















































 
 






London







13 Austin Friars,

London,

EC2N 2HE







 +44 208 338 1206

 [email protected]













Essex







128a High Street,

Billericay, Essex,

CM12 9XE







 +44 1277 286565

 [email protected]













New York







260 Madison Ave,

New York,

NY 10016, USA







 +1 332 334 7822

 [email protected]













Dubai







G-014, IT Plaza,

Dubai Silicon Oasis,

Dubai, UAE







 +971 800 032 0322

 [email protected]












 
 






Careers







We are always looking for talented people to join the team. Scan our careers page to find out about working for us and see if there is an opportunity to become part of the flock.







 Careers













Need Support?







On our support plan? feel free to submit a ticket or give us a call during business hours.

 09.00 am – 17.00 pm





 [email protected]













Quick Links







Nest

Marketing Portal 

Digital Marketing Glossary

Digital Marketing Agency UAE

Digital Marketing London

Digital Marketing Essex
















Legal







Terms & Conditions

Nominet Terms

Privacy Policy
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